
A Sentence a Day Writing Sheets
Write a sentence to go with each picture. 

beautiful     excited     scared     busy     people     traffic     reading     feathers

The castle is                                                          

                                                                           

                                                                            

I would feel                                                          

                                                                           

                                                                            

The road is                                                           

                                                                           

                                                                            

I can see                                                              

                                                                           

                                                                            

The robin has                                                        
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A Sentence a Day Writing Sheets
Write a sentence to go with each picture. 

forest     pirate     alien     birthday     candle

Who lives here? 

                                                                           

                                                                            

The girl is                                                           

                                                                           

                                                                            

The elephants are                                                           

                                                                           

                                                                            

This is                                                              

                                                                           

                                                                            

I can see                                                        
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Write a sentence to go with each picture. 

train     winter     exercise     fruit     healthy     diamond

I can see                                                              

                                                                           

                                                                            

The dogs have                                                       

                                                                           

                                                                            

I would give this                                                           

                                                                           

                                                                            

This is                                                              

                                                                           

                                                                            

It is important to                                                  
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A Sentence a Day Writing Sheets
Write a sentence to go with each picture. 

looking     growing     field     hugging     nature

I like/don’t like this picture because                                                            

                                                                           

                                                                            

The people                                                            

                                                                           

                                                                            

I can see                                                              

                                                                           

                                                                            

The apples                                                              

                                                                           

                                                                            

This sheep is                                                        
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A Sentence a Day Writing Sheets
Write a sentence to go with each picture. 

beach     buildings     world     oceans     clouds     spider

I went                                                                  

                                                                           

                                                                            

We must                                                              

                                                                           

                                                                            

This dinosaur                                                        

                                                                           

                                                                            

This town has                                                        

                                                                           

                                                                            

This is a picture of                                                 
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A Sentence a Day Writing Sheets
Write a sentence to go with each picture. 

autumn     season     playground     aeroplane     slide

This is                                                                 

                                                                           

                                                                            

I would                                                               

                                                                           

                                                                            

This picture makes me feel                                     

                                                                           

                                                                            

This lady                                                              

                                                                           

                                                                            

The leaves                                                            
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A Sentence a Day Writing Sheets
Write a sentence to go with each picture. 

beautiful     excited     scared     busy     people     traffic     reading     feathers
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A Sentence a Day Writing Sheets
Write a sentence to go with each picture. 

forest     pirate     alien     birthday     candle
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Write a sentence to go with each picture. 

train     winter     exercise     fruit     healthy     diamond
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Write a sentence to go with each picture. 

looking     growing     field     hugging     nature
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Write a sentence to go with each picture. 

beach     buildings     world     oceans     clouds     spider
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Write a sentence to go with each picture. 

autumn     season     playground     aeroplane     slide
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